of almost 20 years ago, even referred for lung cancer investigation were, actually, patients with pulmonary infectious disease: of them, 27% were patients with tuberculosis (2). In our experience only a minority of patients with tuberculosis are referred erroneously to further investigation for cancer or to intervention procedures; and this is true not only for a specialized institution like we are, but also for the referral from non-specialized institutions or outpatients clinics, as confirmed in more recent reviews (3). The misunderstanding of the quoted article can be misleading for many readers since seemingly is displaying concerns on the actual expertise of radiologists.
Second: we perform regularly TUS in tuberculosis patients and we wonder why the authors (1) quote only a very old report (4) simply writing ''Tuberculous effusions contain high quantity of proteins and often show fibrin strands and septa on thoracic ultrasound imaging. Very often septa that have been imaged by ultrasound are not detected by CT'' (4). This description does not fully correspond to what we actually see (loculated pleural effusions are a feature of a part of such conditions) and, more important, no comment is provided for pleural thickness and nodularity, described in that report, 20 years ago, and that we also often see (4). A comment on the reliability for monitoring pleural effusions by TUS and for FNAB under appropriate TUS guidance (5) should be added to this otherwise constructive review on pulmonary tuberculosis.
